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Abstract—This paper presents Timeloop, an infrastructure for evaluating and exploring the architecture design space of deep neural network (DNN) accelerators. Timeloop uses a concise and unified representation of the key architecture and implementation attributes of DNN accelerators to describe a broad space of hardware topologies. It can then emulate those topologies to generate an accurate projection of performance and energy efficiency for a DNN workload through a mapper that finds the best way to schedule operations and stage data on the specified architecture. This enables fair comparisons across different architectures and makes DNN accelerator design more systematic. This paper describes Timeloop’s underlying models and algorithms in detail and shows results from case studies enabled by Timeloop, which provide interesting insights into the current state of DNN accelerators and makes DNN accelerator design more systematic. This enables fair comparisons across different architectures and makes DNN accelerator design more systematic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have emerged as a key approach for solving complex problems across a wide range of domains, including image recognition [21], speech processing [3], [14], [16], natural language processing [9], language translation [11], and autonomous navigation [23]. To provide high performance and energy efficiency to this class of compute-intensive algorithms, many DNN hardware accelerators have been proposed [1], [2], [5], [6], [12], [13], [15], [18], [25], [29], [33], [35], [39]. While they share similar hardware constructs such as a specialized memory hierarchy [30] and an array of multiply-accumulate units (MACs), they differ widely in their underlying dataflows, which define how operations are allowed to be partitioned and scheduled for computation, and how data can be staged in the memory hierarchy [7]. Dataflows have been shown to have a significant impact on performance and energy efficiency due to the resulting differences in data reuse and hardware utilization [6], [19], [22], [25], [31].

The vast number of possible dataflows and the accompanying choices of hardware implementation have created a large architecture design space. In addition, for a given DNN layer, i.e., a workload, a flexible architecture may permit many different ways of scheduling operations and staging data on the same architecture, which we call different mappings [7], resulting in widely varying performance and energy efficiency. This results in a requirement to search for a good mapping within the space of valid mappings, i.e., the mapspace, to fairly characterize the architecture. The need to do this search for each workload compounds the complexity of exploring the architecture design space. Prior work on DNN accelerators have dealt with this problem only within the scope of their specific designs [6], [13], [22], [26], [27], [32], [35]–[37]. Tools for broader design space exploration [19], [27], [34], [38] also struggle with challenges such as separation of the architecture design space from the mapspace, enumeration of mappings in the mapspace and quality of performance and energy efficiency evaluation, making it difficult to explore and compare a wide range of architectures.

To address these challenges, we propose Timeloop, an infrastructure for evaluating and exploring the architecture design space of DNN accelerators. Timeloop has two main components: a model to provide performance, area and energy projections and a mapper to construct and search through the mapspace of any given workload on the targeted architecture.

To perform an analysis using Timeloop, a user describes an architecture’s organization in a highly configurable template with abstractions for compute units (with configurable precision), memories (in a configurable multilevel hierarchy), and communication links. Architectural constraints, including the dataflow and additional hardware attributes such as utilization and bandwidth limitations, can be further imposed to define the mapspace. Given a workload and an architecture specification (i.e., organization and constraints), Timeloop’s mapper systematically constructs the mapspace, evaluates the quality of each mapping in the mapspace with its embedded cost model, and searches through the mapspace iteratively for an optimal mapping. This search is feasible thanks to the model’s speed (by exploiting the regular structure of DNN workloads) and accuracy (for energy and performance), which has been validated against existing designs.

Timeloop makes the following key contributions:

1) Timeloop provides a concise and unified way of describing the key attributes of a diverse class of DNN architectures and their implementation features as the
input to a fast and accurate analytical model. This allows for the exploration of a wide range of architectures.

2) Timeloop is the first infrastructure to effectively combine the exploration of a large design space with a mapper that allows for finding the optimal mapping of any workload on the targeted architecture. This enables fair comparisons between different architectures and makes the DNN accelerator design more systematic and less of an art.

3) Timeloop enables a number of studies that provide interesting insights into the current state of DNN accelerator architecture design. These studies point out the pros and cons of various representative architectures in the literature and provide inspiration for future research into the design of DNN accelerators.

We expect to release Timeloop under an open-source license and welcome contributions from the community.

II. MOTIVATION

The architectural design of DNN accelerators tends to be more of an art than science due to the large design space and the lack of a systematic approach to explore it. To explore such a design space, we have observed a unique symbiosis between the need for a model that can describe and emulate a wide variety of architectures and the need for a mapper that can optimally configure the accelerator to get a fair characterization of the performance and energy efficiency of a specific workload. In this section, we will describe the symbiosis that Timeloop exploits to make it an effective infrastructure for exploring the design space of DNN accelerators.

A model needs a mapper. Unlike traditional architectures that use an ISA as the hardware/software interface, each DNN accelerator uniquely exposes many configurable settings in the hardware, and its behavior is critically dependent on those settings. Therefore, instead of using pre-compiled binaries or traces, running a DNN workload on an accelerator involves finding a mapping (and corresponding set of configuration settings), which dictates the scheduling of operations and data movement, to maximize performance and energy efficiency.

To obtain a fair characterization of the hardware, it is important to select a good mapping. Figure 1 shows a distribution of the energy efficiency of various mappings for the convolutional layer VGG_conv3_2 on a 1024-MAC architecture similar to NVDLA [28]. The 480k mappings shown here are all within 5% of the peak performance, but vary nearly 19× in energy efficiency. Only one mapping is energy-optimal and 9 others are within 1% of the optimal mapping. The variations arise due to different tiling and scheduling alternatives represented by the mappings, with the more efficient mappings making better use of buffer capacity, network multicast and loop ordering to maximize reuse. However, the optimal mapping can and will likely change across workloads; an optimal mapping for one architecture may also be a poor (or even invalid) choice on another architecture. Therefore, mapping is an essential step in evaluating a DNN workload on an architecture. We show in

Section V how Timeloop systematically constructs a mapspace and walks through the mappings in it.

A mapper needs a model. A mapper enumerates the mapspace and then iteratively searches through the space for the optimal mapping. Thus, it needs a cost function to determine whether one mapping is better than another. This cost function must be fast enough to evaluate to allow the mapper to explore a large mapspace in a reasonable amount of time, but it must also be accurate, i.e., it must be representative of the actual behavior of the mapping on the architecture, otherwise the mapper will give misleading results. For example, while DRAM accesses consume a lot of energy, accesses to on-chip buffers are often just as expensive. In Figure 1, 6,582 mappings have the same minimum DRAM accesses, but vary 11× in energy efficiency. Even though the actual optimal mapping in this example does have the minimum number of DRAM accesses, it is not guaranteed to be this case across all architectures and technologies. As another example, we show in Section VIII-B that cost ratio changes due to technology trends lead to different optimal mappings, and that the optimal mapping in one technology may be sub-optimal in another.

III. PRIOR WORK

There is an abundance of excellent recent work on DNN accelerators [6], [13], [22], [26], [27], [32], [35]–[37]. Across these works, a large component of the mapping is fixed in hardware with a limited set of loop unrolling (parallelism), loop tiling and ordering (data reuse) choices exposed to a search algorithm. Thus, they do provide mappers, but the respective mapspace as well as architectural model are closely tied to the specific attributes of each design and, therefore, are unsuitable for broader design space exploration or competitive assessment.

A general framework for studying a broad range of designs must be able to describe the organization of each design, automatically generate the complete mapspace for any described architecture, and find efficient mappings within the space. Otherwise, a comparison between competing architectures is meaningless. A few recent proposals have attempted this challenging task [19], [27], [34], [38]. Unfortunately, we believe some of them suffer from inadequate architectural cost models [31], [34], [38], with simplistic hardware templates and/or inability to infer different forms of spatial or temporal

![Figure 1. Histogram of the energy efficiency of various mappings of VGG_conv3_2 on an example architecture.](image-url)
Timeloop provides a rich and general template that is capable of representing DNN accelerators in a large design space, and it automatically constructs the complete mapspace for any specified architecture. We show that popular dataflows and it automatically constructs the complete mapspace for any specifications used to configure Timeloop to represent different architectures and workloads. In Section VI, we describe how the model evaluates each mapping.

V. TIMELoop INPUTS AND MAPPER

A. Workload Specification

Timeloop’s workload format is similar to the form of a single DNN layer. To evaluate a complete network, one can invoke Timeloop sequentially on each layer and accumulate the results. Each layer has tremendous reuse opportunities, and we leave exploration of cross-layer reuse to future work. In this paper, we focus our evaluation efforts on convolutional (CONV) layers shown in Figure 3. These layers can be described as a 7D nested loop over weight tensor’s height and width (R, S), output tensor’s height and width (P, Q), number of input channels (C), number of output channels (K), and number of inputs or batch size (N). Matrix-matrix multiplications can be expressed as convolutions by setting R, S, P and Q to 1, and matrix-vector multiplications can also be expressed by setting R, S, P, Q and N to 1. Therefore, Timeloop also supports fully-connected (FC) layers and recurrent neural network (RNN) layers since they are essentially matrix-vector multiplications. CONV and FC layers account for a majority of the computation in DNNs (e.g., 99.25% in ResNet50 [17] inference on ImageNet). In general, Timeloop can analyze any workload that can be described as a deep loop nest with fixed base and bounds, with operand indexing expressions that are a linear composition of loop indices and body iterations that may be freely re-ordered.

From the nested loop in Figure 3, we see that loops have constant base and bound. Convolution operand tensors (i.e., weights and inputs) and result tensors (i.e., outputs) are indexed using linear combinations of loop indices, and all loop reuse. Others fail to comprehend the complete size and scope of the mapspace and/or obfuscate the separation between the architecture design space and mapspace [19], [27]. Finally, recent work on sophisticated compilers for DNN workloads [4], [31] have built-in cost models, though the objective of those models is simply to provide enough fidelity to guide the optimizer rather than to provide accurate energy and performance projections for architecture design-space exploration.

Timeloop’s operation consists of creating a mapspace for a given workload on an architecture, exploring that mapspace to find the optimal mapping, and reporting the performance and energy metrics of that optimal mapping. Timeloop needs the following inputs to generate a mapspace:

1) The shape and parameterization of a workload, e.g., the dimensions of the input, output, and weight tensors used in a DNN layer, and the set of operations needed to compute the layer.
2) A specification of the architecture’s hardware organization (arithmetic units, memories and networks).
3) The constraints that the architecture imposes on ways in which the computation can be partitioned across the hardware substrate and scheduled over time.

Once the mapspace is constructed, Timeloop evaluates the performance and energy efficiency of a set of mappings within the space. This evaluation does not rely on a cycle-accurate simulator; instead, Timeloop exploits the fact that computation and data-movement patterns in DNN computations are largely deterministic, enabling it to compute throughput and access counts analytically for an architecture. The model determines the counts of various activities, including arithmetic operations, memory accesses and network transfers, including the multi-casting of data from a producer to multiple consumers, and forwarding of data between units. These access counts are used to determine performance. Combined with the energy cost per access from the energy model, they are also used to determine the energy consumption of the workload.

Figure 2 shows an overview of Timeloop. The infrastructure is split into two main components, the mapper and the model, with a mapping serving as the interface between the two.
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iterations are commutative. Each iteration of the loop body is a
MAC operation, which we refer to as a point in the operation space of a workload. This space consists of all the integer lattice points enclosed by the 7D hyper-rectangle defined by the loop bounds. These dimensions also define 4D hyper-cubes for each of the operand and result tensors, which we call dataspaces: the $C*K*R*S$ weight tensor, the $N*K*P*Q$ output tensor, and the $N*C*(P + R - 1)*(Q + S - 1)$ input tensor. Given a set of points in the operation space, Timeloop can determine the set of operands and results for those points by projecting the 7D operation points into the 4D dataspaces dimensions.

B. Architecture Specification

To describe an architecture in Timeloop, one must specify (a) the hardware organization, i.e., the topology of interconnected compute and storage units, and (b) mapspace constraints that limit the set of mappings allowed by the hardware. We describe the organization specification in this section, and cover mapspace constraints in Section V-D.

Timeloop uses an organization template that is sufficiently parameterizable to model a variety of architectures of interest. The template is a hierarchical tree of storage elements with a set of arithmetic units (such as MACs) at the leaves and a backing store (such as DRAM) holding all of the workload’s data at the root. Timeloop supports an arbitrary number of memory levels. For each memory level, the number of instances, entries per instance, bits in each entry, bandwidth, and various other microarchitectural attributes can be specified.

Interconnection network topology is automatically inferred from the storage hierarchy specification; additional microarchitectural properties can be explicitly specified. Inter-level networks are either point-to-point or fan-out/fan-in networks capable of multi-casting operands and/or spatially reducing partial sums (using adder trees) — abilities that have a significant impact on energy efficiency [24]. Intra-level networks connect peer-instances within a level and may be used to forward operands and partial sums between neighbors, eliding expensive accesses to a larger parent storage.

Figure 4 shows the organization of Eyeriss [6] specified in the Timeloop format. The configuration uses 256 $P$Es (each with a MAC unit and a private 256-entry register file), a single shared 128KB global buffer, and a backing DRAM. In addition to this organization specification, we also need to model the

---

```
arch = {
  arithmetic = {
    name = "GBuf";
    instances = 256;
    word-bits = 16;

    storage = {
      name = "RFile";
      entries = 256;
      instances = 256;
      meshX = 16;
      word-bits = 16;
    },
  },
}
```

---

C. Mappings

A mapping describes the way in which the operation space and the associated dataspaces are split into tiles (chunks) at each level of the memory hierarchy and among multiple memory instances at each level. We use a loop nest based mapping representation which can describe all facets of a mapping in a single unified format. Figure 5 shows a 1D convolution workload with input activation of size $P$ and filter size $R$ followed by an example mapping onto the Eyeriss organization from Figure 4. To construct the mapping, the 1D convolution loop nest is split into a number of sections (called tiling levels) equal to the the number of storage hierarchy levels, plus the number of levels with spatial fanouts. Each tiling level has a loop corresponding to each dimension in the original workload (though the bound may be 1). The product of all the loop bounds belonging to a dimension must be equal to the final (optionally padded) value of the dimension, e.g., $P = P0*P1*P2*P3$ and $R = R0*R1*R2*R3$.

Using the mapping in Figure 5 as an example, we see:

1. Loop bounds at each tiling level determine the size of the tile for each datatype held at that level, e.g., each RFile owns an $R0*P0$-sized operation space tile, which projects onto $R0$, $(P0 + R0 - 1)$, and $P0$-sized weight, input, and output tiles, respectively. Size of the dataspaces tiles is constrained by the size of the buffer at each level.
2. parallel_for loops represent spatial partitioning of tiles across instances of a level, e.g., the parallel_for loops above distribute the $(R0*R1) * (P0*P1)$ operation space (and the dataspaces projections thereof) across $(R1*P1)$ instances of the RFile. This specific mapping results in replication of some input data (called a halo) between adjacent RFile instances.
D. Mapspace Constraints

By default, Timeloop assumes that a specified hardware organization is fully flexible, i.e., networks and state machines in the hardware are fully programmable, which gives a mapper complete flexibility in partitioning and scheduling arithmetic operations and data movement across the hardware resources. To keep hardware designs simple and efficient, most real architectures are constrained in various ways and only support a subset of the complete mapspace. We model these using mapspace constraints, a generalization of the concept of dataflows [6] introduced in prior work. To explain Timeloop’s constraints, we augment the Eyeriss architecture specification from Section V-B with a list of constraints in Figure 6. Each constraint targets a single tiling level in the mapping.

Factors in a constraint fix values for loop bounds in the mapping (recall mapping in Figure 5). An un-specified factor gives Timeloop’s mapper full flexibility in determining an optimal value. Permutations specify loop ordering within a tiling level. Left un-specified (or partially specified), they give Timeloop flexibility to reorder loops.

When applied to a spatial tiling level (parallel_for), these directives affect the partitioning of the workload space across a hardware spatial dimension. In Figure 6, the S0 P1 R1 N1 factors disallow parallelism along the P, R and N dimensions and force unrolling along the S (filter height) dimension. The SC.QK permutation constraint forces S and C to be unrolled on the physical X-axis of the mesh of hardware PEs, and Q and K on the Y-axis.

When applied to a temporal tiling level (for), these directives affect tile sizes and data access patterns at that level. In Figure 6, the R0 S1 Q1 factors force each PE to exhaust the entire R (filter-width) dimension as a temporal loop, and allow it to only map one row of filters and one row of output activations. Additionally, level bypass constraints (not shown in the example) dictate whether a level must compulsorily store or bypass a tensor, or whether the mapper is free to explore various alternatives.

Together, the constraints in Figure 6 are sufficient to model a row-stationary dataflow. Once the constraints are set up, Timeloop automatically infers and exploits the various spatio-temporal reuse opportunities described in [6].

E. Mapspace Construction and Search

A mapspace is the set of all legal mappings of a workload onto an architecture. All mappings in a mapspace have the same number of tiling levels, but differ in (a) the values assigned to the loop bounds at each level and (b) the permutation of loops within each level. To construct the mapspace, we must enumerate all possible factorizations of each workload dimension across levels (we call this the IndexFactorization sub-space), all possible permutations of loops within a level (the LoopPermutation sub-space), and all level bypassing alternatives (the LevelBypass sub-space). The Cartesian product of these sub-spaces gives us an unconstrained mapspace, which can be quite large due to combinatorial explosion, e.g., for a 7D CNN on a 4-tiling-level architecture the size is (7!)^4 × (2^4)^3 × size of the Cartesian product of the co-factor sets for each of the 7 loop bounds. While there are ways to prune this space, e.g., permutations do not matter for the innermost tiling level, and for factors that are 1, the space is still large.

User-specified constraints are accommodated into the mapspace, shrinking the sizes of the underlying sub-spaces. A mapping sampled from the mapspace is therefore guaranteed to obey those constraints. Hardware resource constraints, e.g., whether a set of tensor tiles at a level fit into the size of memory at that level, are checked once a mapping is sampled from the mapspace, and the mapping is rejected if the constraints cannot be met.

A search routine samples a mapping from the pruned-and-constrained mapspace, evaluates it using the architecture model (described next in Section VI), and chooses the next mapping to evaluate based on some heuristic. For our experiments, we currently employ either an exhaustive linear search (for small mapspaces) or a random sampling based heuristic (for large mapspaces). More sophisticated search heuristics are planned for future work. For most experiments, we use energy-delay product as the goodness metric, though any of the statistics provided by the model can be trivially used for this purpose.
VI. TIMeloop Model

Timeloop’s architecture model evaluates a mapping by first analyzing hierarchical tiles of data that represent the mapping and measuring the transfer of data between them to obtain tile-access counts. Next, these tile-access counts are used to derive the access counts to hardware components, which combined with the energy per access model give performance and energy. The technology model also provides an area estimate based on the architecture specification.

A. Tile Analysis

As explained in Section V-C, loop bounds at each tiling level determine the tile for the operation space, and in turn for each dataspace held at that level. To compute tile-access counts, we must determine the volumes of data that must move between the tiles over space and time to execute the schedule dictated by the mapping. To perform this analysis, Timeloop uses a data structure called a point set to track tiles of operation and operand/result spaces at each time step and at each instance of a hardware unit (such as a multiplier or a buffer instance).

Consider two consecutive iterations $i$ and $i+1$ at any loop in a mapping (from Figure 5). At each iteration, we can determine the point sets required by the complete sub-nest underneath this loop. We call the set-difference between these point sets a delta (see Figure 7). The size of this delta has different connotations for spatial and temporal loops.

For a temporal (for) loop, an empty delta indicates perfect reuse over time (stationarity), requiring no additional data movement. A non-empty delta—indicating no reuse or partial reuse (such as in a sliding-window pattern)—represents the incremental data that must be transferred between levels.

For a spatial (parallel_for) loop, the deltas represent overlaps between data held at adjacent hardware instances (represented by the iterations $i$ and $i+1$). An empty delta at the same time step indicates a multicasting opportunity, while an empty delta at consecutive time steps between adjacent hardware instances indicates a forwarding opportunity (such as in a systolic array).

To compute all tile access counts, we need to measure and accumulate deltas over all space (all hardware units) and time (the complete execution of the mapping). A naïve but robust way to do this is to effectively simulate the execution of the entire loop nest on the architecture. Sadly, this is unacceptably slow. Fortunately, DNN workloads index into operand and result tensors in a very regular way, and in most cases with each loop index variable showing up only once in the indexing expressions for each tensor. This allows for two optimizations. First, Timeloop only needs to compute the tiles for the first, second and last iterations of each loop. The deltas between other iterations will be of the same shape and size as between the first and second iterations, so the access costs of these other iterations can be algebraically extrapolated. Second, each tile shape is an axis-aligned hyper-rectangle within the tensor, which allows for easy delta calculation.

B. Microarchitecture Model

Because of the regular computation and data movement patterns exhibited by DNN layers, buffer accesses and network transfers can usually be statically scheduled, largely avoiding irregular and disruptive bank and network conflicts. Therefore, given a set of tile-access counts, performance can be projected using a throughput/bandwidth based approach, and energy can be estimated using linear transformations of the tile-access counts. The first transformation step is to determine access counts for various microarchitectural structures.

Multiplier accesses are the accesses of the innermost tile of the operation space.

Buffer accesses and network ingresses are linear functions of data transfer counts between levels obtained from tile analysis. SRAM buffers can have various aspect ratios and bank configurations, and can be ganged together as vectors for area and energy-efficiency; these configurable micro-architectural parameters are factored into the access count calculations. Partial sums require a read, a write and a temporal accumulation operation. Some architectures may elide the first zero-read, and may support local accumulation at some buffers. Network activity includes traffic between levels (including fan-out and multi-cast traffic), as well as traffic between storage instances at the same level (if they forward data to each other). Multi-cast signatures from the tile analysis stage are used to determine the spatial locations of child instances targeted by a specific parent→child data transfer. The architectural topology determines the number of hops required for the data to be routed to the destinations. Spatial reduction of output tensors is also derived from network activity.

Address generators are adders surrounded by state machines used by accelerators to generate read and write addresses for storage elements. The number of invocations to these is equal to the number of accesses to the storage element. The bit-width of the adders is $\log_2$ of the number of vector entries in the storage element; this is used by the energy model.

C. Technology-Specific Area/Energy Models

Timeloop supports several user-extensible technology models for area and energy modeling. The nominal TSMC 16nm FinFET-based model used in most of our case studies (except where noted otherwise) has the following components:

1. A Memory Model supports the modeling of memory with different sizes, aspect ratios, number of ports and banks. It also supports different memory implementations, including DRAM, SRAM and register files. The SRAM and register-file component is based on a database of area and energy-per-access costs that is created by generating and measuring a large variety of memory structures with different parameters using an internal memory compiler in TSMC 16nm. The DRAM model is based on average pJ/bit access costs and supports LPDDR4, HBM, DDR4 and GDDR5 technologies.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validated DNN accelerator architectures.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVDLA-derived [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyeriss [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row Stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed and Partitioned Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized L2 Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast/Unicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) An Arithmetic Model supports modeling of MACs with different bit-widths. It is also based on a database of area and energy per access costs created by synthesizing and measuring various multiplier and adder designs for different bit-widths in TSMC 16nm. For bit-widths not in the database, Timeloop scales energy per access either quadratically (for multipliers) or linearly (for adders).

(3) A Wire/Network Model supports the modeling of on-chip networks with different bit-widths. To model the wire energy consumed for a network hop, area estimates are used to determine the wire distance between the two ends of the hop. This distance is multiplied with a $\frac{fJ}{bit/mm}$ value measured in TSMC 16nm to determine the per-hop energy.

D. Estimating Performance and Energy

Performance is estimated by calculating the number of cycles it would take for each hardware component to complete the workload in isolation. For multipliers, required cycles are equal to the number of MACs in the workload divided by the number of multipliers. For communication interfaces, required cycles are equal to the amount of data flowing through that interface divided by its bandwidth. Buffers, networks and arithmetic units are modeled to be operating in a pipeline. Thus, the overall latency is the maximum of isolated execution cycles across all buffers, networks, and arithmetic units in the hardware. This model, which assumes negligible pipeline stalls, is reasonable for architectures that use double-buffering or more sophisticated techniques like buffets [30].

Energy consumption is estimated by multiplying the hardware component access count with the energy per access from the energy model, taking sparsity into account. The total energy consumed by the mapping is the sum of energy consumed by all the components.

E. Extensibility beyond regular workloads/architectures

While our throughput-based performance model and linear energy model are adequate for regular DNN architectures, we believe that our approach of separating a high-level tile analysis from a low-level microarchitecture model allows for extensibility to more complex architectures as well. Tile analysis produces a compact representation of a mappings data access patterns, which can be fed into a non-linear modeling backend if desired, e.g., one with a stochastic model of network conflicts/congestion, or even a full simulation of a network serving those accesses.

VII. Timeloop Validation

We validate Timeloop across a wide range of workloads with two state-of-the-art DNN accelerators for which accurate performance and energy characterizations are available.

A. Architectures

To demonstrate Timeloop’s ability to flexibly evaluate diverse DNN architectures, we validate Timeloop against two representative DNN accelerator architectures that are notably different in scale, organization, dataflow and technology. The architectures’ key attributes are summarized in Table I.

1) NVDLA-derived Architecture: NVDLA is an open-source hardware accelerator design for automotive applications [28]. To better understand the design trade-offs in DNN accelerators, we designed an in-house, NVDLA-derived architecture in RTL. Similar to NVDLA, it also deploys a weight-stationary dataflow with spatial reduction. However, it features a distributed and partitioned weight and input L1 buffer for better local reuse. We use a detailed in-house simulator designed to accurately model this specific architecture to derive reference performance and energy numbers for validation against Timeloop.

2) Eyeriss Architecture: Eyeriss is one of the first efficient and flexible DNN accelerators [6]. As shown in Table I, it proposes a novel row-stationary dataflow with both a temporal reduction datapath, a centralized L2 buffer, and a flexible network that supports both multicast and unicast. In addition, Eyeriss was designed using a 65nm technology. To validate Timeloop against Eyeriss results, we use the 65nm model from Table IV in [6].

B. Workloads

We validate Timeloop using DNN kernels from the DeepBench benchmark suite [10] augmented with additional synthetic DNN kernels with representative configurations. The DeepBench suite includes 107 DNN workloads capturing computation in convolution, matrix-matrix multiply, and matrix-vector multiply of different dimensions, all of which are commonly used in modern neural networks, e.g., computer vision and speech recognition.
C. Validation Results

Figure 8 shows energy validation results for Timeloop against our NVDLA-derived baseline. The bar on the left shows the energy breakdown from Timeloop, and the bar on the left represents the baseline energy. The X-axis represents different workloads from DeepBench. We show a subset of DeepBench workloads in Figure 8 for brevity, though Timeloop accurately captures the energy behavior of the accelerator across the entire benchmark suite, with projections for all 107 workloads within 8% of the baseline.

Figure 9 shows performance validation results for Timeloop against our NVDLA-derived baseline architecture. The X-axis represents a range of synthetic workloads and the Y-axis plots accuracy measured as the cycles reported by Timeloop divided by reference cycles. Accuracy ranges from 78% to 99% with a mean of 95% across all workloads. Recall that Timeloop uses a throughput based performance model that assumes minimal pipeline disruptions from fills and drains. Despite this assumption, accuracy is high (90% to 99%) on all but six outlier workloads, in this case because the hardware uses buffets [30], which provides efficient overlap of compute and data-transfers with minimal additional storage. This can also achieved via double-buffering but at the cost of twice the amount of storage.

The lower accuracy (78% to 88%) for six outlier workloads is a consequence of sub-optimal data layout and transfer orders in the hardware. For example, in one case, the sequence of addresses used by the hardware address-generator filling the Input Buffer was different from the sequence used by the address-generator reading from the buffer, causing unexpected pipeline stalls. We belatedly realized that these are sub-optimal configurations of the hardware, and believe that better configurations would show better correlation with Timeloop’s projections.

Figure 10 shows results for the validation experiment against the Eyeriss architecture. Specifically, our objective here is to recreate the experiment and results in Figure 10 of the Eyeriss paper [6], with AlexNet [21] as the workload. The architecture’s organization and mapspace constraints were previously described as examples in Sections V-B and V-D respectively. We see that Timeloop’s estimation tracks quite closely with the energy reported from the prior study.

VIII. CASE STUDIES

This section demonstrates Timeloop’s power and flexibility by evaluating a variety of distinct architectures such as NVDLA [28], Eyeriss [6] and DianNao [5] over a range of applications. We first show how designers can use Timeloop to quickly analyze different application behaviors on a given architecture and quantify its performance and energy efficiency. We then present a sampling of case studies that DNN accelerator designers can conduct with Timeloop, e.g., understanding the impact of technology scaling on the mapping strategy, optimizing the energy efficiency through tailoring the memory hierarchy for the dataflow, and systematically comparing and quantifying the differences between existing DNN accelerator architectures.

A. Case Study: Workload Characterization

We first demonstrate how DNN accelerator designers can use Timeloop to characterize an architecture over a suite of workloads and derive a host of insightful statistics. Specifically, we use Timeloop to evaluate all DeepBench workloads running on the NVDLA architecture. Figure 11 shows a detailed characterization of each workload with its optimal mapping found using Timeloop. The Y-axis on the left shows the normalized total energy over the MAC energy, while the one on the right shows the algorithmic reuse of each benchmark, defined as the number of MACs divided by the minimum number of DRAM accesses, i.e., the total size of inputs, weights and outputs. We also show the MAC utilization on the top where we achieve close-to-1 utilization in most of cases except the ones with shallow input ($C < 64$) and output ($K < 16$) channels as NVDLA spatially maps C and K to its MACs. We observe that energy is dominated by DRAM for workloads with low reuse. On the contrary, workloads with high reuse are more affected by the efficiency of on-chip components. This study shows how Timeloop allows DNN accelerator designers to quickly evaluate a DNN accelerator across a wide range of application without having to write RTL or even a C++ model.
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Energy Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>CONV1</th>
<th>CONV2</th>
<th>CONV3</th>
<th>CONV4</th>
<th>CONV5</th>
<th>FC6</th>
<th>FC7</th>
<th>FC8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65nm</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16nm</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technology differences change the relative energy and area costs of different components, e.g., arithmetic and memory, which may in turn change the optimal mapping of a workload on an architecture. This study evaluates Timeloop's Eyeriss configuration with different technology models and highlights the importance of a mapper in the evaluation of DNN architectures. Specifically, we compare energy efficiency and different mapping choices using both Eyeriss' original 65nm energy model and our 16nm energy model.

Figure 12(a) shows the energy breakdown of Eyeriss architecture running AlexNet layers with 65nm and 16nm models. Energy is normalized to the total energy of each layer. In both configurations, we use the same optimal mapping from 65nm (65map). We see that technology change causes a re-distribution of energy between hardware components. In addition, we see that the optimality of mappings does not trivially carry over across different technologies—the optimal mapping for 65nm is sub-optimal for the 16nm model, as illustrated in Figure 12(b). We can reduce the overall energy up to 22% by re-evaluating the mapspace with the 16nm model and finding the optimal mapping for that technology (16map).

C. Case Study: Memory Hierarchy Optimization

The Eyeriss architecture we have modeled so far uses a 256-entry register file (RF) in each PE as the innermost storage level, which is shared across all dataspaces and contributes a significant amount of energy consumption, as shown in Figure 12. In this study, we explore two designs that aim to reduce the RF energy consumption by (1) adding an additional one-entry register at the innermost storage level, and (2) partitioning the shared RF into separate ones for inputs, weights and partial sums. As the row-stationary dataflow has high temporal locality in the RF for inputs and partial sums, the RFs for inputs and partial sums are allocated with 12 and 16 entries, respectively, to take advantage of a small capacity to reduce their access cost. The rest of the entries are allocated for the weight. This is inspired by how Eyeriss is actually implemented in [8], which is slightly different from the model in [6].

Figure 13 shows the normalized energy for various workloads (with batch size of 1) of the three Eyeriss variants. For each layer, the bars from left to right are Eyeriss with: (1) a shared RF, (2) a shared RF and an additional register, and (3) a partitioned RF. The result shows that the memory...
hierarchy optimizations in (2) and (3) reduce the total energy consumption in all the workloads. The improvement is more pronounced in convolutional layers, which show an over 40% reduction in energy. This case study shows that the co-design of dataflow and memory hierarchy implementation is crucial to the energy efficiency of an architecture; Timeloop can effectively guide this design space exploration.

D. Case Study: Modeling of Existing Architectures

In this study, we use Timeloop to model and compare the performance and energy efficiency of three representative architectures from prior work: NVDLA, DianNao, and Eyeriss. Since NVDLA has more PEs (1024 PEs) than the nominal configurations of DianNao and Eyeriss (256 PEs), we also model scaled variants of DianNao and Eyeriss with 1024 PEs each. Increasing the number of PEs scales the multipliers, buffers and network, but results in each architecture occupying a different silicon area from NVDLA (because of organizational differences). Therefore, we then adjust the buffer sizes to align the final area with NVDLA. Figure 14 shows the normalized performance and energy of the three architectures.

First, NVDLA demonstrates higher performance and energy efficiency compared to the other two architectures except for AlexNet CONV1 and DeepBench workload 10, both of which have shallow input channels (C). As both NVDLA and DianNao map input channels spatially across PEs, when the network has smaller number of input channels, not all the PEs can be utilized during its execution. In contrast, Eyeriss shows a consistent performance across different workloads thanks to its flexible mapping scheme. Overall, this demonstrates that there is no single architecture in this experiment that is universally better than the others.

In addition, the scaled version of DianNao demonstrates a higher energy efficiency and better performance across all the workloads than its default version. This is mainly due to the additional spatial reuse of inputs and the efficient spatial reduction of partial sums in the larger PE array, which greatly amortizes the cost of accessing the on-chip buffers.

On the contrary, while the performance of Eyeriss improves with more PEs, its energy efficiency stays relatively the same between the scaled and default configurations. This is due to the fact that most of the energy in Eyeriss is consumed by the RF in each PE instead of shared buffers. As a result, its energy scales approximately with the number of PEs.

The case studies in this section demonstrate Timeloop’s capability for modeling and fairly comparing a wide range of architectures on a diverse set of workloads. The results of such studies should be useful to inform the design of future DNN accelerator architectures.

IX. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented Timeloop, an infrastructure for modeling and evaluating a rich design space of DNN accelerator architectures. We demonstrated how to describe DNN architectures using a generic template, characterize workloads such as convolutional layers, comprehensively describe mappings using a loop-nest-style representation, and efficiently enumerate the space of feasible mappings by combining workload and architectural constraints. We also described computationally inexpensive and modular techniques for modeling the data transfers and arithmetic for a given mapping, which gives energy and performance estimates with enough speed and accuracy to rapidly explore architectural trade-offs, while including the important step of using an appropriate mapping for each accelerator design. Overall, this provides a practical and powerful automated tool for understanding the complex trade-offs in DNN accelerator design across a wide range of workloads and helps navigate those trade-offs in a systematic fashion.

Future work includes modeling inter-layer relationships to find globally-optimal solutions for full networks (as in [2]). Also, although Timeloop already accounts for the energy savings due to sparsity, future work includes modeling architectures that save both time and energy [1], [15], [29], [39]. Other future work includes modeling accelerators for other domains like graph analytics [40] and sparse tensor algebra [20].

The generality of Timeloop opens the door to a variety of research directions in accelerator architecture design, especially for accelerators with mapping dependent behavior. We are in the process of releasing the infrastructure to the community under an open-source license.
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